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A modern approach  
to the tradition of wood

Strength, beauty, elegance, sophistication. Cetra has it all—along with the 
planning convenience of systems furniture, the warmth of wood veneers, 
the solidity of steel frames, and the design flexibility of a wide range of 
panels, finishes and trim. Plus, because Cetra is so strong, you can stack 
panels up to the ceiling and in extra long runs without wings, giving every 
part of the office, from reception desks to private conference rooms, the 
feeling of permanence and importance that only comes from wood.

LEED-CI
MR Credit 4.1 and 4.2
Recycled Content: 71.8% 

EQ Credit 4.5
Low-emitting furniture:
SCS Certified (Scientific Certification Systems)

cover: Cetra sectionals: Linen Paraffin, Ginger Cherry, Platinum Metallic; shown with Footprint, Perks accessories and  
Skye seating 
below: Cetra sectionals: Ginger Cherry, Times Square Antique White, Clear glass, Taupe Metallic; shown with Footprint  
and Skye seating
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Cetra panels and sectionals: Toffee Cherry, Clear glass, Satin Bronze Metallic; shown with Footprint, Perks accessories, 
Stature and Beo seating
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With Cetra, you can mix fabric, metal, glass and wood in almost any  
combination to achieve a distinctive interior statement. Go all the way  
with wood to create a formal, professional environment that lets clients 
know you take their business seriously. Lighten the look for managers  
and other staff by adding some texture or color to tiles. No matter the 
combination, Cetra’s rigid panels and steel-to-steel connections stay  
solid for decades to come.

Cetra’s finishes are designed to integrate flawlessly with Kimball Office 
case goods and tables, seating and Footprint components. You can  
coordinate paint colors, too. Wood doors and drawer fronts on strong 
metal frameworks let you get beauty up front and durability behind  
the scenes. 

Wood just where you 
want it

Beauty above and below

company info: Rothstein Kass, Roseland, New Jersey; Carmel Maple, Shadow; shown with Footprint worksurfaces and stor-
age and Wish seating
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Cetra sectionals: Reflection Quartz, Satin Bronze Metallic, Mocha Cherry, Clear glass; shown with Footprint and Wish seating
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Mocha, honey, espresso, caramel, toffee, and more. Choose from a full 
palette of luscious wood finishes to create grandeur, go bright and light, 
make a modern statement, or simply add some tonal touches. There are 
so many things you can say, with wood.

Delicious colors,  
delectable finishes

Traxx, exclusively from Kimball Office, allows you to mount panels,  
storage, worksurfaces and tools directly to building walls. Increase  
planning flexibility, improve the efficiency of vertical space, make  
your walls more interesting.

Walls get to work,  
with Traxx

Build off the wall with Traxx
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Cetra sectionals: Toffee Cherry, Universe Milky Way, Taupe Metallic; shown with Footprint, Perks accessories,  
Stature and Adagiato guest seating
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Today’s fast moving workforce requires flexible spaces for teams to gather, 
sales people to make calls, clients to check emails, or vendors to crunch 
some numbers. With Cetra, even a standing-height, heavily-used, high-churn 
touch-down station is so solid it will last and look better, longer. 

Working space can also be meeting space with a half round end that  
encourages impromptu conferences. Use a Footprint storage cabinet for 
support, and on-the-go staff will have a place to store essentials for when 
they touch-down at the home office.

High strength for  
high traffic

Work, meet, store

Cetra sectionals: Reflection Bronze, Ginger Cherry, Satin Bronze Metallic trim; shown with Footprint and Xtreme seating
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Cetra sectionals: Reflection Bronze, Ginger Cherry, Satin Bronze Metallic trim; shown with Footprint and Xtreme seating
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Offer a warmer welcome to guests, clients, staff, vendors and anyone else 
walking through your front door. Dress up Cetra sectional frames with flat 
shelves and give visitors a comfortable place to confer with colleagues, 
catch up with their computer, or relax with a cup of coffee. 

Mix and match slat tiles and flat shelves with fabric covered panels and you 
can create a space versatile enough to display cut flowers, provide reading 
material, post important information, and make everyone comfortable, all at 
the same time.

Inviting elegance

Functional can  
be beautiful

Cetra sectionals: Toffee Cherry, Taupe Metallic; shown with Footprint, Perks accessories and Beo seating
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Ginger Cherry, Satin Bronze Metallic; shown with Footprint and Delano seating
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Give a division or department its own, distinctive space by creating offices 
within the office. With Cetra, you get multiple panel heights from 30" all the  
way to 118," and tiles in tackable acoustic, wood, glass, or any combination, 
even if they’re different on each side of the panel. Add sectional tiles of  
fabric, slat, pass-through, ventilated, paint, glass or wood to create floor-
to-ceiling privacy, encourage collaboration or define functional areas. A 
coordinated freestanding table from our Footprint collection makes instant 
meeting space.

Infuse office areas with natural light without compromising privacy by adding 
glass tiles in the corner and as stackers. A little sunlight is just the thing to 
improve everyone’s point of view. 

Division and definition

Let the light in

Cetra panels: Natural Maple, Linen Wrought Iron, Shadow trim, shown with Footprint, Prevail, Conference Solutions, Skye 
and Acapella seating
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Cetra sectionals: Ginger Cherry, Times Square Antique White, Taupe Metallic; shown with Footprint, Perks accessories, Skye 
and Adagiato seating
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Cetra is equally comfortable in the back office, mail room, as hoteling  
stations or for administrative functions. The solid panels and tiles will stay 
strong and look great, longer. Use wood as an accent in storage and  
worksurfaces—design coordination can encourage staff collaboration.

Cetra panel fabrics and seating upholstery are offered in harmonious 
colors, and case goods and storage come in matching finishes. It’s all 
designed so you can keep your office style in synch. 

Just a touch of wood

Design opportunities, 
everywhere

Cetra sectionals: Wallaby paint, Universe Creme Brulee; shown with Footprint and Definition components, Perks accessories,  
Wish seating
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company info: The Morstan General Agency, Manhasset, New York; Cetra panels; Linen Truffle, Amber Cherry, Cinder trim, 
shown with Footprint and Wish seating
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Cetra responds to the modern way people work with fresh finishes and  
flexible setups that let individuals concentrate at their desks or come together 
as teams. Casual conference areas make impromptu collaboration easy. 
Slat tiles and shared storage keep everything organized and close at hand.

Coordinate or contrast finishes, trim and fabrics to give definition to teams, 
functions, departments or to define individual workstations. A glass panel 
provides visual connectivity while maintaining quiet and privacy.

Bring people together

A new point of view

Cetra sectionals: Toffee Cherry, Clear glass, Frosty White, Taupe Metallic; shown with Footprint, Perks accessories  
and Wish seating
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Cetra panels and sectionals: Toffee Cherry, Reflection Gold, Satin Bronze Metallic, Clear glass; shown with Footprint, Delano, 
Stature, and Beo seating
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•  Cetra offers elegance and refinement so even the open plan conveys  
 a feeling of permanence that makes a lasting impression.

•  Details such as stacking panels, hinged doors and wood trim, panels,  
 tiles and glass panel frames make it simple to customize your offices  
 and create the built-in look customers of professional service firms expect.

•  Steel structure and J-channel connections provide the strength and  
 durability that ensure good looks over many years.

•  Because Cetra’s panels offer 2 5/8" of steel-to-steel connected strength,   
 you can create longer runs and have fewer wing panels, giving you as   
 much wood as you want, even in the most open plan.

•  Coordinating finishes, paint colors, dimensions, fabrics and colorways  
 allows for perfect integration of all office components across the  
 entire floorplan.

Communicate success, 
inspire confidence

A touch of trim Trim is available in a soft, rounded profile, a more formal, square edge 
or a fluted, transitional shape that coordinates with other wood furniture. 
Whether painted or wood, the choice is yours.

left: Flat trim profile; middle: Softened trim profile; right: Transitional trim profile; all Toffee Cherry
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CETRA®company info: National Processing Company, Louisville, Kentucky; Cetra panels: Amber Cherry, Graphite; shown with  
Footprint and Wish seating
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Cetra panels are available as monolithic or sectional. Add 7", 12", 
or 19" stackable panels in one- or two-high combinations at any 
level, and you can build up to 118."

30"

42"

56"

68"

80"

37"

50"

61"

Wireway covers: available 
painted, with or without  
receptacle cutouts

J-channel with top and bottom 
connector brackets: steel-to-
steel connection, bottom to top, 
ensures strength and allows for 
longer panel runs

Connectors: join panels to each 
other at 90°, 120°, 135°, 180°, or 
to the wall or Traxx at 90º

Traxx starter panel: mount  
directly to building walls  
instead of running panels  
parallel to the wall

Floor-to-ceiling top channel: 
seals gap between top panel 
and ceiling to block light and 
sound; features 2" of adjustability

Brackets: mount Footprint  
worksurfaces and overheads  
to panels at 1" increments in  
the J-channel

Load bar: attaches in the J-
channel to support work tools; 
matches panel widths

Ceiling or floor power entry: 
available in 8-wire, 10-wire or 
hardwire electrical systems
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7Frame: steel structure and  
durable construction

Monolithic panel: available in 
tackable acoustic, wood, glass, 
combination and curved glass

Sectional panels and tiles:  
available in fabric, slat, pass-
thru, ventilated, paint, glass  
and wood

Stackable panel: available in 
fabric, wood, glass, combination 
and ceiling power entry

Mid-wireway panel: provides 
electrical and communication 
access at worksurface  
(fabric only)

Top caps/end trim: available  
in wood finish or paint
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back cover: Cetra panels and sectionals: Amber Cherry, Fusion Mineral, frosted and Clear glass; Fog slat tiles and trim; 
shown with Footprint, Perks accessories, and Stature seating
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